
 

This is a full version of Chemwindows 6.0.rar, which contains the latest edition of Chemwindows and its predecessor 5.0 If you're looking for a handy chemistry app to enhance your desktop experience, try ChemWindows! This free and open-source project includes a variety of tools: you can easily convert between units and calculate properties such as density or vapor pressure; there's also an
interactive periodic table that lets you look up information about different elements from Latin to English; you can view 2D animations of molecular structures, explore 3D molecule structures in space, or make models from scratch with the Molecule Editor. ChemWindows is free to download, use, and modify. Its 3D molecular models are available under the Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial 4.0 International license. "ChemWindows": http://www.chemwindows.org "Molecule Editor": http://www.chemwindows.org/software/moledit3dframe.html

The main developer of ChemWindows is Nicolas Lecompte, who relaunched the project on SourceForge in October 2007 with Version 2, then released an update in May 2008 that prompted him to rename it "ChemWindows". The project's motto is "La science communicative", which roughly translates as "communicating science". Version 3 has been released, with special focus on the Molecule
Editor.

The main developer of ChemWindows is Nicolas Lecompte, who relaunched the project in 2007 on SourceForge and in 2008 with Version 2, then released an update in 2009 that prompted him to rename it "ChemWindows". The project's motto is "La science communicative", which roughly translates as "communicating science". Community involvement in development is also encouraged. Version 3
was released in 2011 with special focus on the Molecule Editor. ChemWindows runs on Windows, Linux, and Mac OS X. The original developer of ChemWindows was Nicolas Lecompte, a French computer science student at the Universite d'Aix Marseille. He started the project as a hobby in 1999 and first released it as beta software under the name “ChemWork”. The project was then abandoned
for 12 years because he relocated from France to Malaysia and had limited computer access. The project was relaunched in 2007 on SourceForge, but was discontinued again in 2008. In the meantime Lecompte moved back to France where he re-launched it under the name "ChemWindows" in October 2007. Since then, many new features have been added, including a periodic table editor, 2D
animations, 3D visualization of 3D molecule structures in space and more. The 3D molecular models are available under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International license. 
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